
GEORGE WICKHAM VILLAIN

George Wickham is a fictional character created by Jane Austen who appears in her novel .. Susan Morgan regards
Wickham as being designed by Austen to be a stock villain in both his "false face as a charming young man and in his
true .

To answer that question, we have to list those things that are known about him. Lydia openly flirts with him
until Elizabeth steps in and chasticises her. Philips relates to Mrs. He slandered Mr. He tried to elope with a
fifteen year old heiress. Gardiner , who all take a liking to him. Genesis of the character[ edit ] Original title
page of Tom Jones. Reverend Collins Throughout Pride and Prejudice, comedy is an important aspect and the
character of Reverend Collins, whilst not a villain as such, does behave selfishly. The Church feeds zombies
of the In-Between pigs brains instead of human ones so that they keep a piece of their former humanity. Darcy
was proud. Her encouragement of the elopement gave Wickham some legitimacy. Brock , Once he appears at
Meryton, Wickham is noticed, especially by the Bennet sisters: his youth, his manly beauty, his distinguished
look and bearing speak immediately in favour of this handsome stranger seen in the street. Elizabeth also says
that her opinion of Darcy has changed to a more favorable one, which agitates Wickham and effectively ends
their conversation. Wickham, after a few moments, touched his hat â€” a salutation, which Mr. Followed by
some heavy-duty extortion to agree to marry her? And if he failed, whoever thwarted him must pay. And
Wickham was selfish. He tends to live in the moment without giving much thought to the future and has by so
doing thrown away many of the advantages that he was given due to old Mr. It is followed by the rapid return
of the two lovebirds in a beautiful horse-drawn carriage, and Lydia speaks with assurance about the rich
inheritance her husband has received. Darcy died, he meant to leave Wickham with a parsonage and a steady
income. He is shown playing croquet with Elizabeth who speaks fondly of Jane, who has just received a letter
from Caroline, expressing the hope that her brother will marry Miss Darcy. And at last I had it. Edit Wickham
was raised in Derbyshire, at Pemberley , the home of his godfather, who thought of him as a son and provided
for him likewise.


